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Sermon for July 31, 2011   
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Scripture Text:  Matthew 13:53-14:21 
  
 
 
A Clash of Two Kingdoms 
 
One of the main, if not the main, story lines, in the Gospel of Matthew is that there has been and 
continues to be a clash between the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of evil.   From almost the 
very beginning of this gospel we have witnessed this eternal struggle play out.  Personified, as it 
was in, the conflict between Herod and the infant Jesus that was put into motion by the coming 
of the Magi seeking to honor the rising King of the Jews and culminating in the killing of all of 
the children under the age two, this cosmic battle has reared its ugly head throughout the gospel 
of Matthew.   
 
We see it again after Jesus is baptized and is then sent by the Holy Spirit into the wilderness to 
fast and pray for forty days.  At the end of that fast Jesus is tempted in a variety of ways to put 
his personal needs over and above his call to proclaim God as the ultimate source of all care and 
compassion.  Or in other words Jesus was called upon to, “declare independence from God [and 
to] assert his [own] autonomy”i  as the ultimate source of wisdom and power.   
 
We even catch glimpses of this clash of kingdoms in the ever increasing rhetoric and conflict that 
Jesus faces as he moves about the region declaring that the Kingdom of God is at hand and 
calling all who will listen to repent – to turn away from those things that seek to rid God from 
their lives and turn toward their gracious and loving creator, redeemer and sustainer. And while 
it may be under the surface, we see this ongoing battle emerge as Jesus teaches the disciples and 
those who have gathered to hear him teach and preach what the kingdom of God or the Kingdom 
of heaven is really like, because what Jesus teaches is not what the hearers expect.  What Jesus 
teaches is about a kingdom where hierarchies do not hold sway, where military power and 
political might have no place, and where those whom the principalities and religious leaders have 
deemed unfit to even sit around a table and have a simple meal with are given the preferred seat 
of honor at the banquet that is beyond all imagination.   
 
So it should come as no surprise that beneath the ongoing narrative of today’s text runs, once 
again, this narrative of the cosmic clash of the two kingdoms. 
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Our text for today begins where last week’s left off and it encompasses a variety of vignettes and 
settings that seem, on the surface to have nothing to do with one another.   
 
The first vignette finds Jesus in his hometown, among the folk where he grew up learning the 
trade of his father Joseph.  But now, Jesus returns to his hometown not as a carpenter but as a 
teacher and interpreter of the Torah.  We see Jesus teaching in the synagogue much to the 
consternation of the town’s people who Matthew reports were literally scandalized by the sight 
of Jesus teaching in the synagogue and the thought that a carpenter’s son could somehow 
become a religious leader, dare he say prophet, because to do so would be to rise so far above 
one’s station in life as to be absurd.  Carpenter’s sons do not become theological teachers and 
interpreter’s of Torah much less become a prophet who would have the authority to call people 
to return to the ways of Torah and once again come into an appropriate relationship with God 
and one another.   So in the end, Jesus leaves his hometown never to return.   The kingdom of 
this world as portrayed by the people of Jesus’ hometown could not conceive of a heavenly 
kingdom ruled by a God who would allow a lowly carpenter’s son to preach and teach with the 
same eloquence and authority as those of a higher societal strata who had spent years in study 
and training as befit their station in life to become the religious leaders of the people.  So they 
rejected both the Kingdom of heaven and the one sent to proclaim that kingdom rather than 
become open to a possibility that they had not imagined. 
 
But the story line seems to become interrupted with the telling of the arrest of John the Baptizer, 
a lavish party thrown by Herod Antipas in celebration of his birthday, and the eventual killing of 
John by Herod because he swore an oath to the daughter of Herodias, Salome, to give her 
whatever she desired.   John was arrested, not because he was a prophet who was proclaiming 
that God’s kingdom was at hand.  Rather John was arrested because he had proclaimed that 
Herod’s marriage to Herodias was unlawful according to Torah.  Herod Antipas had divorced his 
first wife so that he might marry Herodias who was the divorced wife of Herod’s living half 
brother, Phillip, and Herod’s niece as well.  While Torah made provisions for the continuation of 
a family name by having a man marry the childless widow of his deceased brother, it is quite 
clear that both willful divorce simply to marry the wife of a living relative and incest are both 
strictly forbidden and harshly punished.  So that he could silence John and then do as he pleased 
regardless of the strictures and provisions of his professed faith and heritage, Herod Antipas had 
John arrested and kept out of the public eye.  But fear of John’s popularity kept Herod from 
killing him, until Herodias’s daughter extracted the promise of his death from Herod during the 
large and lavish party created to celebrate Herod’s birthday.   
 
And once again the kingdom opposed to God’s reign on earth rises up in the persons of the 
Herodian family whose wealth was used to meet their own needs and whose power was used to 
kill and silence rather than help those who were in need or to proclaim allegiance to the one who 
was their creator and who had offered to their ancestors a way to live together that honored both 
all whom they would come in contact with and the God who brought them out of slavery and 
into the promised land. 
 
In response to both the rejection by Jesus’ home town and the actions of Herod, Jesus withdraws 
to a land out of reach to Herod and out of touch with his home town and kin folk.  Only he is 
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followed by those from all over the area who were intrigued by this one who proclaimed the 
coming of God’s reign on earth and who sought another way to live other than in a society that 
was framed by whomever had the most power, the most wealth or the strongest voice in the 
debate.  The people of the area followed Jesus into the wilderness hungry for the words he would 
teach and the witness he would share.  And in the midst of all that had happened to Jesus, in the 
midst of all the rejection he had faced and the seeming power of the kingdom opposed to God’s 
reign, Jesus has compassion for those who have followed him and he begins to preach and teach 
and to heal. Hidden in the English translation of the phrase “he cured the sick” (Matthew 14:14b) 
is the notion of not just physical healing of those with ailments but also the spiritual and 
emotional healing of those who have been putdown or cast aside because they are of lesser status 
or of no importance in the general society.  Also carried in this idea of healing and curing is the 
notion that it is not a onetime event but an ongoing action that encompasses all that is to come.  
 
In other words the very fact that Jesus then refuses to send the people away but instead calls on 
them to sit down and be served food that has been offered up to God for blessing is part and 
parcel of the compassion he shows and the healing he engages in.  Those who often are excluded 
from the fancy feasts of the ruling elite because they are of no account in the world of status and 
power; those who often are the ones who are forced to serve the lavish foods and rich delicacies 
to the rich and powerful with only the barest of hope of getting the least scrap of a leftover are in 
this telling of the feeding of at least five thousand, served themselves with ample amounts of 
bread and fish to go around until all are satisfied.  Those who are usually dismissed and ignored 
are paid attention to.  Those who are banned from the religious settings of their day because of 
some illness or because of profession are welcomed and fed without regard to condition or 
standing.   
 
And in that single act of feeding, these three seemingly disparate vignettes are brought together 
in a single theological proclamation that no matter what it might look like on the surface the 
clash between the kingdom of God and the kingdoms aligned against God will in the end favor 
God.   For in the end, these stories proclaim, there will be a time when all are fed and cared for, 
when all are treated with dignity because all are part of God’s holy and sacred family.  
 
And in that proclamation, comes the invitation for us to respond in favor of God’s Kingdom.  
Whether it is full of weeds or paved with gold is not the issue.  Whether it is already among us 
and growing all of the time or is yet to come in some unknown time in the future, is also really 
not the issue.  What is, is the reality that we as disciples are invited, implored even, to step out 
into the kingdoms of this world and proclaim a different vision where all are fed and clothed, 
where all are welcomed and embraced not because of the size of their investment portfolios nor 
their position in society but because they are children of God and thus our siblings in God’s holy 
family.  
 
 
Amen. 
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